 Hong Kong Excursion Tour - Cooking Class 

ITINERARY 
Duration
10:30 a.m. -12:00 a.m. 90 minutes
Learn the culinary art of Chinese home cooking during a 90-minute private cooking
class in Hong Kong.
Meet your expert chef at the cooking studio in Tak Pak Floating Restaurant, where
you’ll learn to whip up some amazing Chinese dishes in a cozy kitchen featuring
state-of-the-art equipment. Put on your apron and get elbow-deep in the action as you
prepare aromatic soups, fill and fold dumplings, and stir-fry ingredients in a steamy wok.
Home-cooked Chinese cuisine is quite varied, with each region boasting distinctive
flavors and cooking styles. Under the guidance of your chef-instructor, discover the
diversity of Chinese recipes, cooking methods and ingredients.
 QUOTATION 
Number of Pax
Net Rates per person
(USD)
10-15 pax
170
 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
What's Included
What's Not Included



All overland private transfers with English 
speaking guide.

All necessary equipment



International & domestic flights and relevant
taxes
Hong Kong tourist visa, which is required for
most foreign passport holders
Meal, excursions and activities not included
in the itinerary
Expenses of a personal nature，Discretionary
gratuities for guides and chauffeurs



NOTES OR FAQ’s
Cooking class can only be arranged with minimum attendance require is 10
persons

SINGLE TRANSFER BETWEEN AIRPORT & HOTEL IN
KOWLOON SIDE
*INCLUDING ENGLISH-SPEAKING GUIDE

Number of Pax
1 pax
2-5 pax
6-9 pax
10-15 pax

Net Rates per person
(USD)
180
90
65
40

MID-NIGHT TO EARLY
MORNING SUPPLEMENT
Arrival - actual arrival time OR time of
service completed
Departure - pick up time OR time of
service completed

0600-0659am&
2200-2259pm
Net Rates per
person(USD)
25
15
10
8

2300pm-0559a
m
Net Rates per
person(USD)
65
35
30
25

 HOTEL 
4 Stars
Regal Kowloon Hotel

5 Stars
Intercontinental Grand Stanford Hotel


Superior King/ Twin Room
USD 200/per room/per night, room
only
USD 20/per person, breakfast

Premier King/ Twin Room
USD 250/per room/per night, room
only
USD 27/per person, breakfast

